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This paper considers the problem of solving Bayesian decision problems with a mixture of
continuous and discrete variables. We focus on exact evaluation of linear-quadratic condi-
tional Gaussian inﬂuence diagrams (LQCG inﬂuence diagrams) with additively decomposing
utility functions. Based on new and existing representations of probability and utility poten-
tials, we derive a method for solving LQCG inﬂuence diagrams based on variable elimination.
We show how the computations performed during evaluation of a LQCG inﬂuence diagram
can be organized in message passing schemes based on Shenoy–Shafer and Lazy propagation.
The proposed architectures are the ﬁrst architectures for eﬃcient exact solution of LQCG
inﬂuence diagrams exploiting an additively decomposing utility function.
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imum of clutter and confusion for the decision maker. An inﬂuence diagram is essen-
tially a Bayesian network [15,2] augmented with decision variables, utility functions,
and precedence constraints. Solving a Bayesian decision problem amounts to deter-
mining an optimal strategy maximizing the expected utility for the decision maker.
Determining an optimal strategy is, unfortunately, a computationally intensive task
to solve.
A number of diﬀerent architectures for solving Bayesian decision problems
involving discrete variables only have been proposed [18,21,5,10,8,12]. Many real-life
decision problems do, however, involve reasoning about uncertain entities and deci-
sions, which take on values in continuous ranges. Decision problems involving con-
tinuous variables can be solved using the aforementioned architectures by the use of
discretization. This may, however, not always be suﬃcient when exact solutions are
desired. Few architectures for solving Bayesian decision problems involving contin-
uous variables exactly exist [6,20]. Even fewer architectures deal with the mixed case.
In [16] an architecture where arbitrary continuous distributions are approximated
using (artiﬁcial) mixtures of Gaussians is described whereas [1] reports on prelimi-
nary work on applying mixtures of truncated exponentials to solve decision prob-
lems involving both continuous and discrete variables.
This paper considers the problem of solving mixed Bayesian decision problems
using the LQCG inﬂuence diagram representation. The LQCG inﬂuence diagram
representation is an extension of linear-conditional Gaussian Bayesian networks
and discrete inﬂuence diagrams.
As a motivating example for LQCG inﬂuence diagrams consider a revised exten-
sion of the Oil Wildcatter problem of Raiﬀa [17]. The revised Oil Wildcatter prob-
lem, which is further revised here, is due to Cobb and Shenoy [1]. The structure of
the revised version of the Oil Wildcatter problem is shown in Fig. 1 where circles de-
note random variables, boxes denote decision variables, diamond shaped nodes de-
note terms of the utility function, and continuous entities are denoted using double
lines. First the decision maker makes a decision on whether or not to perform a test
T of the geological structure of the site under consideration. When performed this
test will produce a test result S depending on the amount of oil O. Next, a decision
D on whether or not to drill is made. There is a cost C associated with drilling while
the revenue is a function of oil volume V and oil price P. In the example, we assume
the continuous random variables to follow conditional Gaussian distributions.T
U1
S
O
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P
Fig. 1. A revised version of the Oil Wildcatter problem.
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position of the utility function) using the methods presented in this paper, but not
with any of the methods mentioned above except that of [1].
A method to solve LQCG inﬂuence diagrams by variable elimination is derived.
To facilitate the solution method we deﬁne additional probability and utility poten-
tial representations and a set of new operations on these representations. We present
two diﬀerent architectures for solving LQCG inﬂuence diagrams by message passing
in a strong junction tree representation. Both architectures are based on performing
a single collect operation on the root of the strong junction tree according to the
Shenoy–Shafer message passing scheme. One architecture is an extension of the tra-
ditional Shenoy–Shafer architecture [22] whereas the other architecture is an exten-
sion of the Lazy propagation architecture [11,10]. Even though we present only two
architectures showing how the solution method can be combined with a Shenoy–
Shafer message passing scheme, the results are obviously also applicable to algo-
rithms like variable elimination [23] and bucket elimination [3]. It is not our intension
to perform a detailed comparison of the two architectures proposed.
Section 2 introduces the LQCG inﬂuence diagram as a representation of Bayesian
decision problems. Section 3 shows how a LQCG inﬂuence diagram can be solved by
eliminating variables one at a time in the reverse order of the precedence order. This
section also deﬁnes a set of necessary representations and operations for variable
elimination. The following two sections present solution architectures based on She-
noy–Shafer and Lazy propagation, respectively. In Section 6 a set of examples show-
ing how Bayesian decision problems involving both continuous and discrete
variables can be solved by our methods are presented. Finally, Section 7 ends the
paper with a discussion and conclusions.2. LQCG inﬂuence diagrams
A LQCG inﬂuence diagram N is a tripleN ¼ ðG;U;WÞ where G = (V,E) is an
acyclic, directed graph (DAG) over vertices V representing random variable,
decision variables, and utility (value) functions, which are connected by directed
edges E  V · V, U is a set of probability functions, and W is a set of utility
functions.
The vertices V of G are partitioned into the set of continuous variables C, the set
of discrete variables D, and the set of utility functions  , i.e. V = C [ D [  . The set
of decision variables is denoted by D and the set of random variables by C. We de-
ﬁne subsets DC ¼ fX 2 D : X 2 Cg and DD ¼ fY 2 D : Y 2 Dg. Subsets CC and CD
are deﬁned similarly. The set DC [ CC is the set of random variables while
DD [ CD is the set of decision variables.
An arc (Y,X) 2 E from a node Y into a node X 2 C denotes a possible probabi-
listic dependence relation whereas an arc (Y,D) 2 E from a node Y into a node
D 2 D indicates that Y is observed prior to decision D. Arcs into decision nodes
are referred to as information arcs. The information arcs ofN induce a partial prec-
edence order  on C [ D ofN s.t. I0  D1  I1      Dn  In where Ii is the
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on the decision variables, a non-forgetting decision maker, and D  C.
As we consider the case of LQCG inﬂuence diagrams pa(X)  D whenever X 2 D
and pa(X)  D [ C whenever X 2 C[ . Each random variable X 2 D has a condi-
tional probability distribution P(X j pa(X)) whereas each random variable X 2 C is
linear Gaussian conditional on pa(X) \ D. Each local utility function U 2  assigns
a value to each conﬁguration of its parents in the discrete case and is a quadratic
function in its continuous parents conditional on its discrete parents in the mixed
case.
Fig. 2 shows an example of a LQCG inﬂuence diagramN for a decision problem
with two decisions. The LQCG inﬂuence diagramN has variables DD ¼ fD1g;CD ¼
fD2g;CC ¼ fX 1;X 2;X 3g, and utility functions  = {U1,U2}. The information arcs of
N induce information sets I0 ¼ ;, I1 ¼ fX 2g, and I2 ¼ fX 1;X 3g with precedence
order I0  D1  I1  D2  I2, which satisfy the D  C assumption as the only dis-
crete variable D1 appears as the ﬁrst element in the order. The utility function is a
sum of two local utility functions, both of which are associated with single variables
(D1 and X3).
Fig. 3 shows a LQCG inﬂuence diagram representing a simple game. The ﬁrst
decision is to either accept an immediate award or to play a game where you will re-
ceive a payoﬀ determined by how good you are at guessing the height of a person
based on knowledge about the sex of the person. The payoﬀ is a constant (higher
than the award) minus the distance of your guess from the true height of the person
measured as height minus guess squared.
To solve a LQCG inﬂuence diagram N is to determine an optimal strategycS ¼ fd1; . . . ; djDjg consisting of a policy d for each decision D 2 D and to compute
the maximum expected utility of adhering to cS.
The computations involved in solving a LQCG inﬂuence diagram N can be
organized in a strong junction tree representation T of N. We abstain here fromU1
U2X1
X2
X3D1
D2
Fig. 2. A LQCG inﬂuence diagram for a decision problem with two decisions.
U
S HD1 D2
Fig. 3. A LQCG inﬂuence diagram for a simple game.
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details on the junction tree compilation process. The construction of T consists of
four main steps (we assume all implicit non-forgetting arcs are added to the DAG
structure in a preprocessing step):
1. Minimization where barren variables and information arcs from non-requisite
parents of decision nodes are removed.
2. Moralization where all pairs of parents with a common child are married by
inserting an undirected edge between them. The graph is made undirected and
all utility nodes are removed to obtain GM.
3. Triangulation where GM is triangulated to obtain GT with an elimination order r
such that r(C) < r(D) and rðIiÞ > rðDiþ1Þ > rðIiþ1Þ for all i 2 [0,n  1]. That is,
GT is a strong triangulation of GM.
4. Junction tree construction where the cliques C of GT are organized as a strong
junction tree T ¼ ðC;SÞ with strong root R.
2.1. Conditional linear Gaussians
Let X be an n-dimensional continuous variable with discrete parents I and contin-
uous parents Z, then X has a conditional linear Gaussian distribution if
LðX j Z ¼ z; I ¼ iÞ ¼NðAðiÞ þ BðiÞz;CðiÞÞ: ð1Þ
The mean vector of X depends linearly on the states of the continuous parent vari-
ables Z, while the covariance matrix is independent of Z. In Eq. (1), X is an n · 1-
dimensional vector, A(i) is a table of n · 1-dimensional vectors, B(i) is a table of
n · jZj-dimensional matrices, and C(i) is a table of n · n-dimensional positive
semi-deﬁnite matrices.
To support Lazy propagation, we introduce a notation similar to that of [7]. A
CG potential pðiÞ LðX j Z ¼ z; I ¼ iÞ where p(i) is a discrete probability potential
is represented as two components p(i) and k = [A,B,C]({X}j{Z, I}) where
({X},{Z, I}) is a partitioning of the domain variables dom(k) of k into head
H(k) = {X} and tail T(k) = {Z, I}, respectively. Notice that we have separated the
discrete part p(i) of the CG potential from the continuous part k. We deﬁne
P  U as P ¼ fP ðX j paðX ÞÞ : X 2 DCg and K  U as K ¼ fLðX j paðX ÞÞ :
X 2 CCg with U ¼ P [ K and P \ K ¼ ;.
Consider a CG potential k(X1,X2jZ) = [A,B,C] and let
A ¼ A1
A2
 
; B ¼ B1
B2
 
; and C ¼ C11 C12
C21 C22
 
be a partitioning of A, B, and C relative to X1 and X2, respectively. The strong mar-
ginal of k w.r.t. X1 is k(X1jZ) = [A1,B1,C11]. Using: to indicate that the matrix is
extended with an additional column for each new tail variable, the complement
(i.e. conditioning) of k w.r.t. X1 is
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Let LðX 1 j Z ¼ zÞ ¼NðA1 þ B1z;C1Þ and LðX 2 j X 1 ¼ x1;Z ¼ zÞ¼NðA2 þ B21x1þ
B22z;C2Þ have CG potentials k1 and k2, respectively. The combination is
kðX 1;X 2 j ZÞ ¼ k1 _k2 ¼ ½U ; V ;W  where
U ¼ A1
A2 þ B21A1
 
; V ¼ B1
B22 þ B21B1
 
; W ¼ C1 C1B
T
21
B21C1 C2 þ B21C1BT21
 !
:
The direct combination k1 _k2 is only deﬁned, when H(k2) \ dom(k1) = ; or
H(k1) \ dom(k2) = ;. Recursive combination k1  k2 is used to combine k1 and k2
when direct combination is not possible. In recursive combination, the potentials
k1 and k2 are decomposed recursively into products of two potentials until direct
combination can be applied, see [7] for details. For notational convenience a combi-
nation k1      kn is written as
Qn
i¼1ki. We assume the tail of all CG potentials to
be minimal [7].2.2. The quadratic utility function
In the LQCG inﬂuence diagram, the utility function
P
w2Ww is a second-order
polynomial in C conditional on D. Thus, the utility function has the form
U(X = x, I = i) = xTQ(i)x + R(i)x + S(i), where X is a jXj · 1-dimensional vector of
continuous variables, I  D, Q(i) is a table of jXj · jXj symmetric negative semi-def-
inite matrices, R(i) is a table of 1 · jXj vectors, and S(i) is a table of constants. A util-
ity function w(X, I) is represented as a utility potential [Q,R,S]({X, I}) with domain
dom(w) = X [ I.
The utility function U(X, I) may decompose additively into a set of local terms
W = {w1, . . .,wm} s.t. UðX ; IÞ ¼
Pm
k¼1wk, where each term wk over Xk  C and Ik  D
has the form xTk QðikÞxk þ RðikÞxk þ SðikÞ. Each term of the utility function is repre-
sented as a utility potential. Notice that special care should be taken in the construc-
tion of the symmetric matrix Q.
Let w1 and w2 be two utility potentials after proper domain extensions such that
w1 = [Q1,R1,S1]({X, I}) and w2 = [Q2,R2,S2]({X, I}). The combination w1 + w2 is the
utility potential [Q1 + Q2,R1 + R2,S1 + S2]({X, I}).
Recall, that a polynomial Qx2 + Rx + S with Q < 0 takes on its maximum value at
its vertex v = (x,y) where x ¼  R
2Q and y ¼ R
2
4Q þ S. The key property of the quadratic
utility function is that it is closed under elimination of continuous variables as the
following sections will show.3. Solving LQCG inﬂuence diagrams
Let N ¼ ðG;U;WÞ be a LQCG inﬂuence diagram. The optimal strategy cS and
the maximum expected utility MEU ofcS can be determined by eliminating the var-
iables ofN in reverse order of the precedence ordering.
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marginalization operation introduced by [5]. The operation acts diﬀerently for dif-
ferent types of variables. Let q be a potential. From q a discrete random variable I is
eliminated by summation, i.e. Iq ¼
P
Iq, a continuous random variable X is elim-
inated by integration, i.e. Xq ¼
R
xqdx, and a decision variable D is eliminated by
maximization, i.e. Dq = maxDq. As in [5], we deﬁne W for a set of variablesW as
a sequence of single-variable marginalizations.
From U and W, the maximum expected utility MEU is computed as
MEU ¼
X2V
Y
/2U
/
X
w2W
w: ð2Þ
Following the approach of [10], we assume that the ﬁrst variable to eliminate accord-
ing to the strong elimination order r is Y, i.e. r(Y) = 1. Let WY be the subset of W
including Y in the domain, i.e. WY = {w 2 W : Y 2 dom(w)} and let UY be the subset
of U including Y in the domain, i.e. UY = {/ 2 U : Y 2 dom(/)}. Deﬁne /Y and wY
as follows:
/Y ¼
Y
Y
/2UY
/; wY ¼
Y
Q
/2UY
/
/Y
0B@
1CAX
w2WY
w
0B@
1CA: ð3Þ
With these deﬁnitions, Eq. (2) is rewritten as
MEU ¼
X2V
Y
/2U
/
X
w2W
w
 !
ð4Þ
¼
X2V
Y
/2UnUY
/
Y
/02UY
/0
X
w2WnWY
wþ
X
w02WY
w0
0@ 1A24 35
¼
X2V nfY g
Y
/2UnUY
/ /Y
X
w2WnWY
wþ
Y
Y
/02UY
/0
X
w02WY
w0
0@ 1A24 35
¼
X2V nfY g
/Y
Y
/2UnUY
/
X
w2WnWY
wþ
Y
Q
/02UY
/0
/Y
0B@
1CA X
w02WY
w0
0B@
1CA
264
375
¼
X2V nfY g
/Y
Y
/2UnUY
/
X
w2WnWY
wþ wY
 !" #
: ð5Þ
The sets U* = (UnUY)[{/Y} and W* = (WnWY)[{wY} are the updated sets of
probability and utility potentials obtained after the elimination of Y. The evaluation
ofN proceeds in a similar manner for the remaining variables.
If Y is a continuous variable, then
P
w2WYw is either a constant, a ﬁrst order, or
second order polynomial in Y. If Y is a discrete variable, then
P
w2WYw is constant
in Y. If Y is a decision variable, then /2UY/ considered as a function of Y alone
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vation is due to Lemma 1 of [5] in the discrete case, which can be extended to cover
the continuous case (UD is a set of non-negative functions):
Lemma 1. Let D be a decision variable. Then /2UD/, considered as a function of D
alone, is a non-negative real constant.
Consider the quotient of probability potentials in Eq. (3). If Y 2 CC, then either Y
is probabilistic barren and no division is necessary or the division corresponds to the
complement operation described in Section 2.1.
During the evaluation of N, we eliminate variables from the combination of
probability and utility potentials. Notice, however, that if the variable Y to be elim-
inated next is a continuous variable, then no discrete probability potential is involved
in the elimination. Similarly, if Y is a discrete variable, then all (relevant) continuous
variables have been eliminated and only discrete potentials are involved. This is due
to the model structure constraints.
The maximizing alternatives of the utility potential w from which decision varia-
ble D is eliminated are recorded as the decision policy dD for D, which is either a con-
stant or a conditional-linear function in the parents.
The constraint r(D) > r(C) on the elimination order r can be relaxed. The relax-
ation can be explained in terms of the topology of G = (V,E). Let PðDiÞ andFðDiÞ
denote the past and future of Di, respectively. That is, PðDiÞ ¼ fD1; . . . ;
Di1g [
Si1
j¼0Ij and FðDiÞ ¼ fDiþ1; . . . ;Dng [
Sn
j¼iIj. The requisite past Rq(Di)
and relevant future Rl(Di) of Di are deﬁned as [19,14]
RqðDiÞ ¼ fX 2 PðDiÞ : X deðDiÞ \  j paðDiÞ n fXgg;
RlðDiÞ ¼ fX 2FðDiÞ : X deðDiÞ \  j paðDiÞg;
where de(Di) are the descendants of Di in the minimized DAG G of N ignoring
information arcs.
A discrete variable X is not allowed to be relevant for a continuous decision var-
iable D, but X is allowed to be requisite for D. That is, the condition Rl(D) \ D = ;
must be satisﬁed whereas there is no constraint on Rq(D).
The marginalization operation is applied to solveN as described above. Next,
we deﬁne how variable elimination using proceeds on the probability and utility
potential representations.3.1. The marginalization operator
As continuous variables are eliminated before discrete variables, the elimination
of a discrete variable involves either maximization or summation over a discrete
function. Hence, the set K of CG potentials is empty. This implies that elimination
of a discrete variable proceeds as in the case of pure discrete inﬂuence diagrams, see
e.g. [10] for details.
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probability potential p is deﬁned as X p ¼
P
X p.Deﬁnition 3. The operation of marginalization of a discrete decision variable X
from a utility potential w(X, I) is deﬁned as Xw = maxXw. The optimal policy
dX(i) for X is
dX ðiÞ ¼ argmax
x
wX ðx; iÞ:
Consider the elimination of a continuous decision variable X from a utility poten-
tial w ¼Pw02WXw0 such that w = [Q,R,S]({Y, I}). For each i, the Q(i) matrix is par-
titioned relative to the decision variable X as follows (assuming Y = (X,ZT)T):
QðiÞ ¼ QXX ðiÞ QXZðiÞ
QZX ðiÞ QZZðiÞ
 
:
where QXZ ¼ QTZX . Similarly, for each i, the vector R(i) is partitioned relative to X into
RX(i) and RZ(i). With this partitioning, we get:
X
wðy; iÞ ¼
X
yTQðiÞy þ RðiÞy þ SðiÞ
¼ zTQZZðiÞzþ RZðiÞzþ SðiÞ þ
X
xTQXX ðiÞxþ RX ðiÞxþ 2xTQXZðiÞz:
Considered as a function of x, w(Y, I) takes on its maximum value at
x ¼  RX ðiÞþ2QXZ ðiÞz
2QXX ðiÞ for each i assuming that QXX(i) < 0 (or w(Y, I) is constant in x
in which case w is not a function of X). The maximum value of w(Y, I) at x (i.e.
maxXw(Y, I)) is
max
X
wðy; iÞ ¼  ðRX ðiÞ þ 2QXZðiÞzÞ
2
4QXX ðiÞ
þ ðzTQZZðiÞzþ RZðiÞzþ SðiÞÞ:
The result of maxXw(Y, I) is a utility potential w(Z, I) = [Q*,R*,S*]. Hence, the set
of quadratic utility functions is closed under elimination of continuous decision
variables.
Deﬁnition 4. The operation of marginalization of a continuous decision variable
X from a utility potential w(Y, I) = [Q,R,S] is deﬁned as Xw = [Q*,R*,S*]({Z, I})
where
QðiÞ ¼ QZX ðiÞQXZðiÞ
QXX ðiÞ
þ QZZðiÞ;
RðiÞ ¼ RX ðiÞQXZðiÞ
Q ðiÞ þ RZðiÞ;XX
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2
4QXX ðiÞ
þ SðiÞ:
The optimal decision policy dX(Z, I) for X is
dX ðz; iÞ ¼ RX ðiÞ þ 2QXZðiÞz
2QXX ðiÞ
:
Notice that the constraint that Q is negative semi-deﬁnite can be relaxed. It is suf-
ﬁcient that QXX(i) < 0 for all i when eliminating the continuous decision variable X
since this implies that the second order polynomial has a unique maximum with re-
spect to X.
There are two cases to consider when deﬁning the operation of marginalization of
a continuous random variable X. First, the simple case where X has to be eliminated
from a CG potential k.
Deﬁnition 5. The operation of marginalization of a continuous random variable
X from a CG potential k is strong marginalization Xk = xkdx.
Second, the general case where X has to be eliminated from a combination k * w
of a CG potential k = [A,B,C]({X}j{Z, I}) and utility potential w = [Q,R,S]({Y, I}).
We assume proper domain extensions have been performed such that Y = Z [ {X}.
Let R and Q be partitioned relative to X and Z as described above. The variable X is
eliminated from (k * w)(Y, I) as follows:
X
k  w ¼
X
k  yTQðiÞy þ RðiÞy þ SðiÞ  ¼ zTQðiÞzþ RðiÞzþ SðiÞ:
The expressions for Q*, R*, and S* are derived by application of the properties
EðX Þ ¼ l and EðX 2Þ ¼ l2 þ r2 of the normal distribution.
Deﬁnition 6. The operation of marginalization of a continuous random variable
X from the combination of a CG potential k = [A,B,C]({X},{Z, I}) and a utility
potential w = [Q,R,S](Y, I) is deﬁned as X(k * w)(Y, I) = [Q*,R*,S*]({Z, I}) where
QðiÞ ¼ QZZðiÞ þ QZX ðiÞBðiÞ þ BðiÞTQXZðiÞ þ QXX ðiÞðBðiÞTBðiÞÞ;
RðiÞ ¼ RZðiÞ þ 2AðiÞQXZðiÞ þ

2QXX ðiÞAðiÞ þ RX ðiÞ

BðiÞ;
SðiÞ ¼ QXX ðiÞðAðiÞ2 þ CðiÞÞ þ SðiÞ þ RX ðiÞAðiÞ:
Notice that the set of quadratic utility functions is closed under elimination of con-
tinuous random variables.
Based on the solution method derived in this section, we show how to organize the
computations performed during evaluation ofN in message passing schemes based
on Shenoy–Shafer and Lazy propagation.
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This section presents an architecture for solving a LQCG inﬂuence diagram N
based on message passing in a strong junction tree representation T ¼ ðC;SÞ of
N where C is the set of cliques and S is the set of separators. Messages are com-
puted and passed between cliques according to the Shenoy–Shafer scheme [22].
In Shenoy–Shafer propagation, we use the traditional CG potential representa-
tion / = [p,A,B,C] to represent a CG regression pðiÞ LðX j Z ¼ z; I ¼ iÞ ¼
NðAðiÞ þ Bz;CðiÞÞ and its associated operations [7]. The solution method derived
in the previous section is also valid in this case. To simplify notation, we deﬁne
the notion of a potential p and associated operations for Shenoy–Shafer propagation
as follows.
Deﬁnition 7 (Potential). A potential on W  V is a pair pW = (/,w) where / is a
non-negative real function on W and w is a real function on W.
We call a potential pW vacuous if pW = (1W, 0W) where 1W (0W) is a potential of
ones (zeros) overW. We deﬁne new operations of combination and marginalization.
Deﬁnition 8 (Combination). The combination pW 1  pW 2 of two potentials
pW 1 ¼ ð/1;w1Þ and pW 2 ¼ ð/2;w2Þ denotes the potential on W1 [W2 given by
pW 1  pW 2 ¼ ð/1  /2;w1 þ w2Þ.Deﬁnition 9 (Marginalization). The marginalization of a potential pW = (/,w) onto
W nW1 is deﬁned as
p#W nW 1W ¼ ð/W 1 ;wW 1Þ;
where
/W 1 ¼
W 1
/; wW 1 ¼
W 1
/
/W 1
w
 
:
We use the convention that 0/0 = 0.
Notice, the above operations of combination and marginalization do not satisfy
the properties of the Shenoy–Shafer axioms, see [22]. This implies that we need to
establish correctness through a theorem.
4.1. Initialization
The ﬁrst step in initialization of T ¼ ðC;SÞ is to associate a vacuous potential
with each clique C 2 C. Then, for each random variable X, /(Xjpa(X)) is associated
with the probability part of pC for any clique C satisfying C  fa(X). Similarly, for
each utility node U, w(pa(U)) is associated with the utility part of pC for any clique C
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with cliques, the initial clique potential pC is computed for each clique. The initial
clique potential pC = (/,w) is obtained by combining all probability functions as-
signed to C to obtain / and all utility functions assigned to C to obtain w. After ini-
tialization each clique C holds a potential pC = (U,W).
Let pC = (U,W) be the potential on clique C after initialization. The joint potential
pV on T ¼ ðC;SÞ is
pV ¼ ð/V ;wV Þ ¼ 
C2C
pC ¼
Y
X2DC[CC
/ðX j paðX ÞÞ;
X
U2
wðpaðUÞÞ
 !
:4.2. Message passing
A LQCG inﬂuence diagramN is solved by message passing inT via the separa-
tors of T. The separator between two neighboring cliques A and B is S = A \ B.
Messages are passed from the leaf cliques of T to the strong root R by recursively
letting each clique A pass a message to its parent B whenever A has received a mes-
sage from each of its children, see Fig. 4.
The message pA!B is passed from clique A to clique B by absorption. Absorption
from A to B involves eliminating the variables AnB from the combination of the
potential associated with A and the messages passed to A from its neighbors ne(A)
except B. The message pA!B is
pA!B ¼ ðpA  ðC2neðAÞnfBgpC!AÞÞ#B;
where pC!A is the message passed from C to A.
Theorem 10. Suppose we start with a joint potential pV on a strong junction tree T,
and pass messages toward the root clique R as described above. When R has received a
message from each of its neighbors, the combination of all incoming messages with its
own potential is equal to the R-marginal of pV
p#RV ¼ ðC2CpCÞ#R ¼ pR  ðC2neðRÞpC!RÞ;
where C is the set of cliques in T.R · · · B S ..
.
Fig. 4. Absorption from A to B may proceed, when A has absorbed from each of its neighbors further
away from R.
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agation [5] reduces to a scheme, which in principle is equivalent to Shenoy–Shafer
propagation as described above. Notice that during the collect operation the joint
potential on each clique C conditional on a subset of the parent separator can be
computed when C has received messages from its children.5. Lazy propagation
This section presents another architecture for solving a LQCG inﬂuence diagram
N based on message passing in a strong junction tree representationT ¼ ðC;SÞ of
N. Messages are computed and passed between cliques according to the Lazy prop-
agation scheme [10].
The main idea of Lazy propagation is to maintain decompositions of clique pot-
entials until combination becomes mandatory by a variable elimination. Messages
are passed between cliques of the strong junction tree as in the Shenoy–Shafer
scheme.
In the Lazy propagation scheme, we use the decomposed CG potential represen-
tation and associated operations presented in Section 2. We deﬁne the notion of a
potential and its associated operations as follows.
Deﬁnition 11 (Potential). A potential on W  V is a pair pW = (U,W) where U is a
set of non-negative real functions on subsets ofW and W is a set of real functions on
subsets of W.
The probability part U = {pi} [ {kj} of a potential is a set of probability potentials
{pi} and CG potentials {kj} whereas the utility part W = {wk} is a set of local utility
functions as deﬁned above. We call a potential pW vacuous, if pW = (;,;). We deﬁne
new operations of combination and marginalization.
Deﬁnition 12 (Combination). The combination pW 1  pW 2 of two potentials
pW 1 ¼ ðU1;W1Þ and pW 2 ¼ ðU2;W2Þ denotes the potential on W1 [W2 given by
pW 1  pW 2 ¼ ðU1 [ U2;W1 [W2Þ.Deﬁnition 13 (Marginalization). The marginalization of a potential pW = (U,W)
onto WnW1 is deﬁned as
p#W nW 1W ¼ ðU n UW 1 [ f/W 1g;W nWW 1 [ fwW 1gÞ;
where
/W 1 ¼
W 1
Y
/2UW 1
/; wW 1 ¼
W 1
Q
/2UW 1
/
/W 1
0B@
1CA X
w2WW 1
w;
276 A.L. Madsen, F. Jensen / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 38 (2005) 263–282UW 1 ¼ f/ 2 U : W 1 \ domð/Þ 6¼ ;g, and WW 1 ¼ fw 2 W : W 1 \ domðwÞ 6¼ ;g. We
use the convention that 0/0 = 0.
Notice, the above operations of combination and marginalization do also not sat-
isfy the properties of the Shenoy–Shafer axioms, see [22].
5.1. Initialization
Initialization proceeds as in the case of the Shenoy–Shafer architecture with the
exception that the probability and utility functions associated with each clique are
not combined to form the initial probability part and utility part of the clique poten-
tial, respectively. After initialization each clique C holds a potential pC = (U,W). No-
tice that
S
/2UCdomð/Þ [
S
w2WCdomðwÞ  C for pC = (UC,WC).
Let pC = (U,W) be the potential on clique C after initialization. The joint potential
pV on T ¼ ðC;SÞ is
pV ¼ ðUV ;WV Þ ¼ 
C2C
pC ¼
[
X2DC[CC
f/ðX j paðX ÞÞg;
[
U2
fwðpaðUÞÞg
 !
:5.2. Message passing
Messages are passed between cliques of T via separators using the same scheme
as the Shenoy–Shafer architecture. The message pA!B is passed from clique A to cli-
que B by absorption. Absorption from A to B involves eliminating the variables AnB
from the combination of the potential associated with A and the messages passed to
A from its neighbors ne(A) except B. The message pA!B is
pA!B ¼ ðpA  ðC2neðAÞnfBgpC!AÞÞ#B;
where pC!A is the message passed from C to A.
Theorem 14. Suppose we start with a joint potential pV on a strong junction tree T,
and pass messages toward the root clique R as described above. When R has received a
message from each of its neighbors, the combination of all incoming messages with its
own potential is equal to the R-marginal of pV:
p#RV ¼ ðC2CpCÞ#R ¼ pR  ðC2neðRÞpC!RÞ;
where C is the set of cliques in T.5.3. Local computation
A message passed from clique A to clique B is as explained above computed by
eliminating all variables of AnB. The structure of the strong junction treeT imposes
a partial order on the variable elimination order r. The structure ofT does not im-
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nated except r(D) > r(C). Thus, the variables of AnB can be eliminated in any legal
order when computing the message passed from A to B.
In [10,11] it is shown how independence relations and probabilistic barren varia-
bles can be exploited to decrease the computational cost of message passing in Baye-
sian networks and discrete inﬂuence diagrams, respectively. Independence relations
and barren variables can be exploited during the solution of LQCG inﬂuence dia-
grams in a similar way.
5.4. Example
Consider the LQCG inﬂuence diagramN shown in Fig. 5 and its corresponding
strong junction tree T shown in Fig. 6. It has discrete variables D = {I1, I2,D1} and
continuous variables C = {X1,X2,X3,D2}. The initialization of T proceeds as ex-
plained in Section 5.1. The precedence order on the random variables is: {I2} 
D1  {X2}  D2  {I1,X1,X3} which does not satisfy D  C. Notice, however, that
Rq(D1) = {I2}, Rq(D2) = {I2,D1,X2}, Rl(D1) = {I1,X1,X2,D2,X3}, and Rl(D2) =
{X2,X3}. Thus, even though I1 2 I2 it is possible to solveN since I1 62 Rl(D2).
In order to solve N, messages are passed in T ¼ ðfC1;C2;C3g; fS12; S23gÞ from
the leaf clique C3 to the strong root C1. The message from C3 to C2 is computed as
pC3!C2 ¼ p#S23C3 ¼ ;;
X 3
U 2ðX 3ÞkðX 3 j X 1;D2Þ
( ) !
¼ ð;;wðX 1;D2ÞÞ:
Notice that X3 is probabilistic barren implying that the probability part of pC3!C2
is the empty set. The second message is computed as
pC2!C1 ¼ ðpC2  pC3!C2Þ#S12
¼ ;;
X 2
kðX 2 j I2;D1Þmax
D2 X 1
kðX 1 j X 2; I2;D1ÞwðX 1;D2Þ
( ) !
¼ ð;; fwðI2;D1ÞgÞ:U1 U2
I1 I2
X1
X2
X3D1
D2
Fig. 5. An extension of the LQCG inﬂuence diagramN shown in Fig. 2.
I2D1 I1 I2D1 I2D1 X2D2 X1 D2 X1 D2 X1X1
C1 S12 C2 S C
Fig. 6. Strong junction tree representation ofN in Fig. 5.
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the example there is no freedom w.r.t. selecting the on-line elimination order as the
structure of T induces a total order on D [ C.6. Examples
In this section, we consider two examples illustrating the usefulness of LQCG
inﬂuence diagrams.
6.1. A simple marketing problem
Consider a simple marketing problem where a decision maker has to decide on a
unit price P to charge for a certain item she wants to sell. The number of items sold U
is a function of the price and marketing budgetM, whereas the cost of production C
is a function of the number of items sold. This scenario can be modeled using the
LQCG inﬂuence diagram shown in Fig. 7. Prior to making the decision on price
she will be allocated a marketing budget.
The decision problem may be quantiﬁed as follows where the unit of utility
is thousands of USDs. The distributions of items sold and production cost
are LðU j M ¼ m; P ¼ pÞ ¼Nð20þ 0:2  m 0:1  p; 25Þ and LðC j U ¼ uÞ ¼
Nð400þ 10  u; 2500Þ, respectively. The distribution of marketing budget is
LðMÞ ¼Nð100; 400Þ. The cost function is U2(c) = c and the revenue function is
U1(p,u) = u * p.
Fig. 8 shows the expected utility function as a function of M and P. The optimal
decision policy dP(m) for P is a linear function in M: dP(m) = 105 + m.U1
U2
M
U CP
Fig. 7. Optimization of price given marketing budget size.
Fig. 8. Expected utility as a function of price and marketing budget.
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Fig. 9 shows a strong junction tree representation of the revised Oil Wildcatter
problem [1] of Fig. 1. In this example, we assume costs, price, and oil volume to fol-
low (conditional) Gaussian distributions. The utility function can be stated in thou-
sands of USDs as U1(T = yes) = 10, U2(c,D = yes) = c, U3(v,p,D = yes) = v * p,
and zero for the no drill and no test situations. The test result S depends on the
amount of oil O as speciﬁed in Table 1. The prior belief of the Oil Wildcatter on
the amount of oil at the site is P(O) = (0.5,0.3, 0.2). If the hole is dry, then no oil
is extracted:LðV j O ¼ dryÞ ¼Nð0; 0Þ. If the hole is wet, then some oil is extracted:
LðV j O ¼ wetÞ ¼Nð6; 1Þ. If the hole is soaking with oil, then a lot of oil is ex-
tracted: LðV j O ¼ soakingÞ ¼Nð13:5; 4Þ. The unit is a thousand barrels. The cost
of drilling follows a Gaussian distribution LðC j D ¼ yesÞ ¼Nð70; 100Þ. We as-
sume the price of oil P also follows a Gaussian distribution LðP Þ ¼Nð20; 4Þ.
Assume Lazy propagation is used for message passing. After initialization the cli-
que potentials are pC1 = ({P(O),P(SjO,T)}, {U1(T)}), pC2 ¼ ðfLðV j OÞg; fgÞ,
pC3 ¼ ðfLðC j DÞg; fU 2ðD;CÞgÞ, and pC4 ¼ ðfLðP Þg; fU 3ðD; V ; P ÞgÞ. Messages are
passed from the leaf cliques C3 and C4 to root C1 over C2. The messages passed
to C2 are
pC4!C2 ¼ p#fD;V g4 ¼ ð;; fwðD; V ÞgÞ and pC3!C2 ¼ p#fDg3 ¼ ð;; fwðDÞgÞ;
where the non-zero entries are w(D = yes,V) = [, 14,0] and w(D = yes) = [,,
70]. The message passed from C2 to C1 is
pC2!C1 ¼ ðp2  pC4!C2  pC3!C2Þ#fD;Og ¼ ð;; fwðD;OÞgÞ;TSDO DO DOV
D
DC
DV
DVP
C C C
C
Fig. 9. A strong junction tree representation of Fig. 1 with TSDO as root.
Table 1
The conditional probability distribution P(SjO,T = yes)
O S
Diﬀuse Open Closed
Dry 0.6 0.3 0.1
Wet 0.3 0.4 0.3
Soaking 0.1 0.4 0.5
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wet) = [,, 50], and w(D = yes,O = soaking) = [,, 200]. The MEU and the poli-
cies for D and T are determined at C1. The MEU is
MEU ¼ ðp1  pC2!C1Þ#; ¼ 22:50:
7. Discussion and conclusion
The work by [6,20] on linear-quadratic Gaussian inﬂuence diagrams imposes a
number of restrictions on the inﬂuence diagram. The interactions between continu-
ous random variables are assumed linear and the sources of uncertainty are Gaussian
distributed and uncorrelated. These restrictions are similar to the restrictions our
architecture puts on the continuous variables.
In the architecture of [20], the utility function is assumed to decompose additively
into a set of local utility functions. Prior to evaluating the inﬂuence diagram, the
local utility functions are, however, combined into a single utility function with a do-
main equal to the set of all variables. This more or less corresponds to assuming that
all variables in the model condition the utility function. This assumption is made due
to diﬃculty with maintaining minimal conditional predecessors and not letting the
utility function be a part of the inﬂuence diagram. This implies, for instance, that
the architecture is not able to exploit probabilistic barren variables. Barren variables,
on the other hand, can be removed from the diagram as a preprocessing step. The
solution method is based on arc-reversal. During the evaluation, the expected value
of the value function is maintained as the inﬂuence diagram is transformed via reduc-
tion operations. In this way, the architecture maintains a valid inﬂuence diagram
representation during the evaluation of the decision problem where the utility func-
tion is maintained outside the inﬂuence diagram.
The work of [16] on LQCG inﬂuence diagrams is based on an (artiﬁcial) mixture
distribution approach. The distribution of a continuous variable is approximated
using an mixture of Gaussians. The structure of the inﬂuence diagram models are
constrained under the same conditions as the architecture we present.
Both of the above architectures are based on the central-moment representation
whereas the architectures we propose are based on the raw-moment representation.
This gives a few diﬀerences with respect to speciﬁcation of the decision problem. For
instance, it is necessary to make additional passes over the structure using the cen-
tral-moment representation.
Recently, there has been some development in representation and solution of
Bayesian network models containing both discrete and continuous variables, see
e.g. [9,13]. This includes discrete children of continuous variables and arbitrarily dis-
tributed continuous variables. Extending these methods to the case of inﬂuence dia-
grams is an interesting topic of future research. One method of particular interest is
based on the use of mixtures of truncated exponentials (MTEs) for inference in
mixed Bayesian networks [13]. Some preliminary work on applying MTEs to solve
Bayesian decision problems involving both continuous and discrete variables has
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crete, a decomposition of the utility function cannot be exploited, and the solution is
approximative. This work is, however, very interesting preliminary work.
We have motivated the usefulness of LQCG inﬂuence diagrams by showing how
various decision problems can be modeled as LQCG inﬂuence diagrams. The paper
derives an exact solution method based on variable elimination and the introduction
of new probability and utility potential representations with appropriate operations.
We focus on the quadratic utility function as it is closed under elimination of con-
tinuous variables.
Based on this derivation, two junction tree based architectures for solving LQCG
inﬂuence diagrams are presented. Both architectures are based on exact computa-
tion. One architecture is based on Shenoy–Shafer propagation whereas the other
is based on Lazy propagation. Both architectures eﬃciently exploit additively
decomposing utility functions. This makes the architectures more eﬃcient than the
architecture of [20], for instance.
The maintained decomposition of the clique and separator potentials in Lazy
propagation is the main diﬀerence between the Lazy propagation and Shenoy–Shafer
propagation architectures. By maintaining a decomposition of potentials it is possi-
ble to exploit conditional independence relations and probabilistic barren variables
to reduce the number of calculations performed during message passing. A compar-
ison of the computational eﬃciency of Lazy propagation and Shenoy–Shafer prop-
agation in case of Bayesian networks has been reported in [10]. We expect a similar
eﬃciency improvement in the case of LQCG inﬂuence diagrams (at least for the eval-
uation of the discrete part).References
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